SEA FREIGHT
Sea freight is a safe and stable mode of transportation, making it
possible to consolidate shipments and resulting in lower costs.

WE SET SAIL WITH
EVERYTHING, FROM
WIND TURBINES TO
DESIGN CANDELABRA

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING YOU NEED TO CARRY ACROSS THE SEVEN
SEAS?
At Prime Cargo Sea Freight, we have tried to ship everything except wild animals. Barring that, we have experience in all types
of goods. We particularly ship large volumes for the retail industry on a weekly basis. We are also experts in products from the
wind power and automotive industry from e.g. Asia. We handle unwieldy machinery and factory-size production plants.
In recent years, we have also become experts in shipping Danish design such as upmarket furniture and interiors.
This is indeed a task that requires special efforts – which makes it one of our favourite jobs. No two freight tasks are alike. We
develop the exact solution, suitable for your goods. This is what makes sea freight so exciting. So rest assured, if you send 100
zebras our way - we’ll take up the challenge!

IF YOU HAVE TIME, YOU CAN SAVE MONEY ON INTERNATIONAL
SHIPMENTS – WHETHER LARGE OR SMALL
With sea freight, we deliver goods at reasonable prices to customers, who can wait a bit longer. Sea freight is the
optimal transport solution when:
• You need to transport both small and large volumes of cargo between different continents
• You need to move bulky items such as machinery and production plants
• Your focus is on total costs rather than speed

PAY FOR THE EXACT SERVICE YOU
NEED – NOTHING MORE AND
NOTHING LESS
We can handle the entire process, from beginning to end. For
example, we can pick up your goods from the manufacturer,
supplier or your own warehouse.
We can ship to and from all countries all over the world – and
deliver all the way to your shop or to the end user’s doorstep.
Together, we will find the exact service combination you need.
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When you select us, you are not just assigned
a contact person. You get Mette, Jens, Andreas
or Louise. And they do not just have experience,
but are also somewhat nerds within their specific
areas. Good dialogue for us is half the work to
solving a certain problem.

On primecargo.com, you can easily find the
sailing schedules (ETD) of different ports around
the world. You can subsequently make your plans
according to the estimated arrival times (ETA) at
your desired destination.

UNLOADING
AND SORTING

STRONG
RELATIONSHIPS

At Prime Cargo, we have our own warehouse
personnel, experienced in handling all types of
goods – unloading, sorting and loading. From
almost unwieldy machinery to finest designer
furniture and smallest of pieces.

When you have worked with and known someone for many years, it is easy to pick up the
phone and give them a call in case of urgencies.
This is how we work with employees of shipping
companies all over the world and the reason why
pretty much everything is possible with us.

EAST OR WEST –
WE ARE EVERYWHERE

GENERAL CARGO OR
WHOLE CONTAINERS

If you need to import something, we have
scheduled pick-ups of goods both east and west
of the Great Belt. Our pick-up location west
of the Great Belt is Hamburg and east of it is
Copenhagen.

At Prime Cargo, we have our own consolidated containers, where we collect goods from
customers, unable to fill a whole container by
themselves.
This allows us to ship both general cargo and
whole containers, and we have weekly departures to both Jutland and Zealand.
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ONE COLLECTION / FINN JUHL
“We are more like colleagues than customers at Prime Cargo”
Prime Cargo has been our logistics partner since 2005. We
chose the company, as it has a manageable size, but still a
good size in terms of our needs. Further, the company has
great partners all over the world, meaning that our transports are always handled correctly and smoothly.
Prime Cargo is responsible for the transport of all furniture
from One Collection. We export to 40 countries and use
both air and sea freight. The company also handles our exhibition stands in both the US, Europe and Asia, making them
our regular courier service provider.
Prime Cargo is in charge of furniture deliveries to private
customers, making the company responsible for transports
of e. g. a sofa from Finn Juhl

from our warehouse to a customer on the 10th floor in
Manhattan. We have always felt safe when Prime Cargo
handles our furniture, which is particularly important to us,
since we sell high-end furniture.
Over the years, we have established a great relationship
with the employees at Prime Cargo. We always deal with the
same persons, so we actually feel more like colleagues than
customers. I think they are able to handle all sorts of jobs
due to their great and orderly setup.

Preben Pontoppidan
Export Director
One Collection

CONTACT SEA FREIGHT
Henrik Hansen
Sales Director

Søren Jepsen
Sea Freight Import Manager

Mette Lindby
Sea Freight Export Manager

+45 76 32 03 32
heha@primecargo.com

+45 76 32 03 93
soje@primecargo.com

+45 76 32 04 47
meli@primecargo.com
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